One of the most important goals of the International Linear Collider (ILC) experiments is the detailed study of Higgs particle. With the high-statistics data from devoted efforts by experimentalists, precise theoretical calculations are mandatory. The full electroweak radiative corrections require the large scale computation, so that the use of automated system for the perturbative computation is essential. Most of the radiative corrections for the important channels are already calculated for e · [5, 6, 7] , ZHH [8, 9] . Here, radiative corrections to a final 4-body state, e · e ννHH, is presented [10] . This channel is important for the study of Higgs potential in the high energy region. The calculated weak correction in G µ scheme is small, less than 5% for W 600GeV. In order to confirm the results, we have made the comparison between ZHH channel and ν µνµ HH channel, and also the estimation of the weak correction by assuming the dominance of W · W HH mechanism. As one of the indispensable tools for the high-energy physics, the development of automated systems is another important item. Two new features in the GRACE system, the precision control and the factorization, are introduced. The former works to stabilize the numerical evaluation, and the latter accelerates the computation of matrix elements.
The results for e · e ννHH
The full electroweak radiative correction is done for the process e · e ννHH by GRACE system for one-loop [11] . The input parameter set for the calculation is as follows: M W 80 4163GeV, M Z 91 1876GeV, Γ Z 2 4952GeV, M H 120GeV, m t 180GeV, W 2E beam 400 2000GeV, k cut 0 05E beam . The width of the Z only appears at the resonant poles. We have computed the radiative correction factor from the full set of electroweak one-loop diagrams and add the soft-photon correction factor to cancel the fictitious photon mass used for the regularization of infrared singularity. The QED factor, δ QED 2α π ¢´l og´s m 2 e µ 1µ log´k cut E beam µ · 4 3 log´s m 2 e µ · π 2 6 1 £ , is subtracted to define the genuine weak correction, δ W . The correction in the so-called G µ -scheme, δ G W , is calculated by the value of ∆ r 0 022674.
The results are shown in Fig.1 . The calculation is done by the extensive use of the GRACE system for the automated evaluation of Feynman diagrams. Since it is the large scale calculation, i.e., the number of tree(one-loop) diagrams is 12(3416) even if one neglects the scalar-electron couplings, the computation is checked by several methods built-in the system, including the UV and IR divergence cancellations, the invariance on the non-linear gauge [11, 12] parameters, and so forth. In Fig.2 , the electroweak radiative corrections for e · e ν µνµ HH are shown. The process is dominated by the s-channel contribution which is similar to the process e · e ZHH studied in [8] . Though there is slight difference in the input parameter ( mass of top quark ), the values and the energy dependence of δ G W are similar. This consistency is another proof of the present computation. In the high energy region, the t-channel mechanism, the WW -fusion, appears to be dominant.
We have calculated the radiative correction for W · W HH as shown in Fig.3 for e · e ννHH. For W 1TeV, this convolution reproduces the value shown in Fig.1 within   1% . Taking into account of the fact that W 's are spacelike off-mass-shell in e · e ννHH, this approximation proves that the result in Fig.1 is correct.
Recent development in GRACE
As is shown in the last sections, the large scale computation for the radiative corrections can only be possible by an automated system for the quantum field theory. The results already shown spawned from GRACE system [13] . In the followings, recent development in the system is briefly described.
(1) Precision control
The numerical computation always has a serious defect, i.e., the loss of accuracy due to numerical instabilities. An example is the Gram determinant that appears in the reduction of 5-or 6-point functions into the sum of lower point functions. Since the measure is infinitesimally small in the phase space region where the Gram determinant is zero, the zero should not affect the physical results. However, it appears as the problem in the practical computation because the number of digits for the computer calculation is limited. This defect can be eliminated if we perform the numerical computation with enough number-of-digit accuracy. We have developed the HMlib library for the high-speed multiprecision computation by the collaboration with Hitachi Ltd. Some examples are show where the conventional code gives a wrong value while the library calculates the value with enough accuracy.
Sometimes it is claimed that the computation of the cross section based by the Feynman diagram method is slower than that by the non-diagrammatic approach based on the Schwinger-Dyson equations [14] . This short can be improved when the repeated computation of the same function, a part of the amplitude, is avoided. The Feynman diagrams can be classified into subsets which have a common subdiagram in each subset. The iterated classification gives the optimized code, so that the computation time is accelerated. In the electroweak theory, the rate of acceleration is drastic and sometimes exceeds 100 for several processes.
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Conclusion
The most of the one-loop full electro-weak radiative corrections for the Higgs production at the ILC have been completed including the tedious one, e · e ννHH, whose cross section is O´100abµ and δ G W is less than 5% for W 600GeV.
The comparison between e · e ν µνµ HH and e · e ZHH, and the approximation using W · W HH are done to check the radiative corrections for e · e ννHH.
Two new developments are reported in the automated system, GRACE.
